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Fantini & Gorga has released its second quarter 2008 Lender Survey. What's the news? 
Markets continued unsettled. Our lenders are using a variety of strategies for meeting their
objectives in the new environment. As a result, both the pricing and the underwriting criteria they
report are "all over the map." Since the conduits stopped new lending last September, there is no
widely available standard against which banks and insurance companies can measure themselves.
Nevertheless, several trends emerge from the data. Generally, spreads on fixed-rate loans
continued to rise. The range between the best spreads a lender will charge, and the highest spreads
(applicable to higher risk deals) widened out as lenders insisted on being paid for risk. Underwriting
became still more cautious, and the overall availability of funds decreased further. 
*Lenders quoted an ever wider range of spreads for different transaction types. Their best spreads ,
reserves for the lowest-risk deals, actually decreased somewhat: about 15 bps for industrial, office,
and apartments, and 35 bps for self-storage, as lenders recognized that very conservative deals in
all these property types remain very attractive.
*But for "straight down the middle" transaction, lenders were looking for increased spreads, except
for apartments, where Fannie, Freddie, and FHA set a competitive standard. Office and industrial
loans were costing 20-30 bps more than in the previous quarter, and pricing for loans on anchored
retail was up by about 40 bps, reflecting concern about sales and credit quality among retailers.
Theses higher spreads were sometimes quoted as such by the lenders, and sometimes came in the
form of rate floors. Many lenders were looking for 10-year rates in the 6% - 6Â½% range, regardless
of the 10-year treasury. 
*At the higher end of the perceived risk scale - for lenders not pulling back from these loans entirely
- spreads increased by about 25 bps across the board.
*The conduits remained effectively out of the market, but are quoting lower spreads as they look to
tiptoe back in: 350-450 bps, compared with pricing in the 525-600 range. The new pricing is still at
least 100 bps wide of what the life companies are offering, and is generally uncompetitive with the
banks as well.
*Several "conduit" lenders responding to our survey are actually using their origination staffs to
generate loans they are willing to keep on their balance sheets. Their pricing - generally in the
250-350 bps range, is like that of the banks and can sometimes compete with the life companies. 
*An increasing proportion of the fixed-rate loan business is now for 5-7 year terms, rather than 10
years. The shorter terms carry more attractive rates for borrowers. Conduits, which touted the
10-year terms because they appeal to the bond buyers that are the conduits' ultimate funding
source, are now on the sidelines. Banks and insurance companies often prefer the shorter
maturities. Spreads on these shorter maturities tend to be higher than the 10-year spreads quoted in
our survey, even as the interest rates borrowers actually pay are less. 



*The supply of mortgage funds continued to shrink. Conduits remain out of the market. More life
companies are nearing their 2008 goals, and some will begin shutting off the spigot soon. Banks,
particularly the large money center banks, are scaling back their lending activities, citing concerns
about recession and the pressure of regulators.
*With a more limited supply of funds to put out, lenders continue to tighten underwriting. More
insurance companies report that they will lend no more than 60% or 65% of a property's value,
compared with the formerly more common 70%-75%. Banks report approximately the same
underwriting criteria as they did 90 days earlier, but they apply these criteria in more conservative
ways.
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